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OVERVIEW
More than 1,250,000 tons of shipping was sunk or damaged in the last five months of
World War II when Twenty-first Bomber Command executed an aerial mining campaign against
Japan known as Operation STARVATION.1 Despite this outstanding success, the decision to
commit the still unproven B-29 to minelaying was a close one that rose to the highest levels of
the Services.
The decision to conduct Operation STARVATION was made not only because mining
would lead to a Japanese surrender without the need for a costly invasion of the home islands,
but also with an eye towards post-war roles and missions for the Air Force. Once the decision
was taken, General Curtis LeMay and his Twenty-first Bomber Command threw themselves
wholeheartedly into the mission. On January 23, 1945, LeMay issued a general directive to the
313th Bombardment Wing to prepare for minelaying operations and on March 27, the 313th flew
the first of over 50 mining missions.2 Working together on the remote island of Tinian, Air
Force and Navy personnel turned a mission that began as an inter-service rivalry into one of the
best examples of inter-service cooperation of the Pacific War.
This essay will examine the decision making process that led to the use of the B-29 for
aerial mining, the planning and execution of Operation Starvation, and the results of the mining
campaign.

STRATEGY
The decision to conduct a mining campaign as part of the overall strategy to defeat Japan
was influenced by the principals’ views on the issue of invading the Japanese home islands. The
basic policy was to defeat Germany first and to prosecute the war against Japan with resources
that could be spared from that effort. By mid 1944, the war against Germany had advanced to
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the point where Allied leaders could turn their attention to how resources could be best be
employed to defeat Japan at the earliest possible time.
In July 1944, President Roosevelt traveled to Hawaii to meet with General Douglas
MacArthur and Admiral Chester Nimitz, his senior field commanders in the Pacific. MacArthur
and Nimitz were substantially in agreement. In their view, Japan could be defeated by blockade
and bombardment, without the need for a costly invasion of the Japanese home islands. No notes
were taken, but Roosevelt’s Chief of Staff, Admiral Leahy, summed up the conference as
follows: “The agreement on fundamental strategy to be employed in defeating Japan and the
President’s familiarity with the situation acquired at this conference were to be of great value in
preventing an unnecessary invasion of Japan which the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the War
Department were advocating, regardless of the loss of life that would result from an attack on
Japan’s ground forces in their own country.” 3
The members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff were divided on the issue of invasion of the
Japanese home islands. Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral King, and Army Air Forces Chief
of Staff, General Arnold were of the opinion that blockade and bombardment were war-winning
strategies on their own. The principal advocate of invasion was the Army Chief of Staff, General
Marshal, who saw invasion as inevitable. His considerable influence on the Joint Chiefs of Staff
was reflected in the July 1944 statement of the overall objectives of the war against Japan: “first,
to force the unconditional surrender of Japan by first lowering Japanese ability and will to resist
by establishing sea and air blockades, conducting intensive air bombardment and destroying
Japanese air and naval strength; and second, invading and seizing objectives in the industrial
heart of Japan.”4
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The vagueness of the JCS position left the services to pursue their own approaches to the
defeat of Japan. The resources that could be applied limited these approaches. The Army
wanted to build up resources for the invasion of Japan, the Army Air Force wanted to bombard
Japan using B-29 bombers operating from newly captured bases in the Marianas, and the Navy
wanted to tighten the blockade by a combination of carrier strikes, submarine warfare, and a
mining campaign.

THE DECISION TO CONDUCT OPERATION STARVATION
At the beginning of World War II, neither the Navy nor the Army Air Force viewed mine
warfare as an important part of an overall strategy and as a result, the development of mines and
mine warfare planning had languished. This indifference was overcome through the efforts of a
small cadre of mining experts on Admiral King’s staff in Washington and by the influence of the
British who had employed mine warfare as an integral part of their strategy to defeat Germany.
As an island nation dependent on outside sources of oil, raw materials, and foodstuff, and
which had to supply far flung military outposts, Japan was uniquely vulnerable to mine warfare.
As the war against Japan progressed, mines were increasingly used as a part of amphibious
operations and as part of a campaign against Japanese shipping. By 1944, Navy efforts to
develop and stockpile mines were beginning to bear fruit, but the Navy lacked the means to
deliver large numbers of mines in Japanese waters. The Navy recognized the superiority of
heavy land-based bombers over carrier or amphibious aircraft for a large-scale mining campaign
and pressed for the use of Twentieth Air Force B-29s for mining.
On July 6, 1944, the advanced echelon of the Twenty-first Bomber Command passed
through Hawaii enroute to Saipan. Nimitz’s staff briefed the group on the idea of a mining
campaign against Japanese shipping, with the Twenty-first Bomber Command furnishing the B-
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29’s and crews and CINCPOA the mines and technicians. Nimitz’s proposal was passed on to
Arnold’s staff in Washington.5
In September 1944, General Arnold, in his capacity as Commander of the newly formed
Twentieth Air Force, asked the Committee of Operations Analysts (COA) for recommendations
on target priorities for the bombardment campaign which was about to be launched against
Japan.

The COA was a group of high-ranking military and civilian officials representing

different services and civilian war agencies and a few distinguished consultants. Its purpose was
to study targeting for strategic bombardment. Nimitz’s proposal to use B-29s for a large-scale
mining campaign was passed to the COA for consideration.

The COA reported to back to

General Arnold on October 10, 1944. Its recommendations were based on two alternative
premises. Premise A was that Japan’s defeat was to be accomplished primarily through blockade
and strategic bombardment. Premise B was Japan’s defeat was to be accomplished through an
invasion to be launched in late 1945 or early 1946.6
The COA’s recommended targeting priorities under premise A (combined aerial and
naval blockade, strategic bombardment) were an general anti-shipping campaign (including a
comprehensive mining campaign), attacking the Japanese aircraft industry and urban industrial
areas. Under premise B (strategic bombardment, combined aerial and naval blockade, invasion
of the industrial heart of Japan) the targeting priority was reversed. Attacking the Japanese
aircraft industry was the first priority, followed by attacking urban industrial areas and
intensifying the attack on shipping “by all available methods, including mining by Very Long
Range aircraft where operationally feasible.”7
In a special sub-committee report on shipping, the COA outlined a mining campaign that
would require thousands of B-29 sorties. Despite the fact that Arnold favored premise A
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(blockade and bombardment without an invasion), the COA report was greeted with less than
enthusiasm. The COA’s mining campaign would divert a sizable proportion of B-29 sorties to
mining just as the Army Air Force was trying to prove the effectiveness of the aircraft as a
strategic bomber. Targeting priorities for premise B (aircraft industry, urban industrial areas and
blockade) were more in line with Army Air Force experience in Europe and the doctrine of
strategic bombardment. Premise B was also in line with the current JCS policy, which included
invasion. Army Assistant Chief of Staff for Plans, Brigadier General Norstad, characterized the
COA’s mining campaign proposal as “another hope for a relatively painless method of winning
the war.” - a slow process that might require two years. Arnold accepted the idea of using the B29 in a mining campaign but decided to adopt the targeting priorities of Premise B.8
Nimitz continued to press for an early start to the mining campaign asking for 150 sorties
per month beginning in January 1945.

As Arnold’s and King’s staffs considered various

proposals, the commander of the Twenty-first Bomber Command, General Haywood Hansell,
Jr., was having a very difficult time in the Marianas battling the weather and the teething pains of
the new B-29. Arnold, aware of the difficulties, promised Nimitz that he would begin the mining
campaign when Twenty-first Bomber Command’s forces were larger and when the weather was
less suitable for daylight precision attacks. In committing the Army Air Force to the mining
campaign, Arnold was not purely altruistic. All principals, with the exception of Marshal, were
of the opinion that sea and air power could force the unconditional surrender of Japan without an
invasion of the home islands. Mining was seen as an important part of the naval blockade. If the
Army Air Force did not cooperate with the Navy the service might allow “a possible major usage
of long-range aircraft to develop, by default, into a matter of special interest to the Navy.” On
December 22, Arnold directed Hansell to initiate planning for mining operations beginning on
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April 1, 1945.9 Hansell protested; but the Army Air Force had committed the B-29 to a mining
campaign, now known as Operation STARVATION.

B-29 of the 313th Bombardment Wing, 504th Bombardment Group taxies on a mission to Japan.

Photo 2

OPERATION STARVATION
The main objectives of Operation STARVATION were to prevent the importation of raw
materials and food into Japan, prevent the supply and movement of military forces, and disrupt
shipping in the Inland Sea. Forty-six missions were directed against Japanese home waters with
the intention of blockading the Shimonoseki Straits, through which 80 percent of the Japanese
merchant fleet passed; blockading the industrial and commercial ports of Tokyo and Nagoya in
the Inland Sea; and interdicting shipping between Korea and Japan by mining Korean ports and
ports on the northern coast of Japan10 (see Appendix 1).
Operation STARVATION was a strategic campaign but the timing and target of the first
mining mission also served the tactical objective of support for the invasion of Okinawa,
scheduled to begin on April 1, 1945. Closing the Shimonoseki Straits would prevent supplies
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and reinforcements being sent from the embarkation ports of Mutsure and Hiroshima and prevent
Japanese naval forces from being used in the defense of Okinawa.
In mid-January, 1945, General Hansell was relieved by General Curtis LeMay as
commander of the Twenty-first Bomber Command. General Arnold was not pleased with the
results of daylight high altitude precision attacks by B-29s against the Japanese aircraft industry.
Poor weather and high winds at altitude made these attacks problematic.

General LeMay

refocused the Command’s efforts on night, low-altitude area attacks on Japanese cities using
incendiary bombs. General LeMay was more enthusiastic about using the B-29 for mining than
his predecessor, perhaps because he believed night, low-altitude mining missions played to the
strength of the B-29 and offered the opportunity to achieve an operational success with the
troubled bomber. General LeMay threw his energy into Operation STARVATION, increasing
the number of mines to be dropped each month and using an entire Wing instead of the Group as
Hansell had planned.11
To
mines,
chose

deliver

General
313th

the

the

LeMay
Wing,

newly arrived at Tinian,
whose

B-29s

were

equipped with the latest
AN-APQ-13,

Radar

Navigation, and Bombing
set. The 313th Wing was
commanded by Brigadier

Hardstands of the 504th Bombardment Group on Tinian. Photo 3
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General John H. Davies and consisted of the 6th, 9th, 504th, and 505th Bomb Groups, each
equipped with approximately 40 B-29s.12
On January 23, 1945, Twenty-first Bomber Command issued a general directive to the
313th Bombardment Wing to prepare for minelaying operations. Three naval officers were
assigned to the Wing for mine warfare liaison purposes. The 313th Wing carried out an extensive
experimental program to determine mine-laying tactics for the B-29 aircraft, making maximum
use of the radar equipment consistent with the previous training of the crew radar operators.
Radar-navigator specialists taught these tactics to all crews, and additional instruction in mine
warfare was undertaken. Eight A-6 “supersonic” bombing trainers were set up in a Quonset on
the line. Each Group was allotted two hours per day to practice radar-mining procedures. Ten
men were trained during each period with particular attention to target identification.13 A series
of practice flights were completed in which two crews flew in each airplane. Each crew made
one dry run, two runs dropping
100 pound water filled practice
bombs (with a mine adapter
fixed to the nose of the bomb
to simulate the trajectory of a
mine), and one mine release
(1000 pound MK 26 Mine).
All ordnance and armament
personnel in the Wing were
also given training in mine
A 1000-pound MK 26 mine is dropped during a practice mission. Photo 4
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handling and loading prior to

the first mining mission.14

The Navy

established

Depot

Mine

Assembly

#4,

consisting of two officers and forty enlisted
men, on Tinian and began to stockpile mines
for Operation STARVATION. Three Mine
Assembly Officers were brought in from
Eniwetec and a Mine Modification unit of
five officers and forty enlisted men was
brought in from Pearl Harbor. 15

Mines prepared by Mine Assembly Depot #4 ready for
loading. Photo 5

MINEFIELD AND MISSION PLANNING
On March 25, Twenty-first Bomber Command issued the Field Order for Mining Mission
No. 1 to the 313th Wing, which specified the area of the attack, the date (March 27), the
approximate number of sorties and density of the minefield, the preparation of the mines, and
general limitations on the altitudes of the attack. Tactical planning was left to the 313th Wing.
Approaches and mine-laying runs were influenced by the presence of enemy antiaircraft
defenses, heights of mountains surrounding the area under attack, location of good initial points,
and the availability of radar aiming points for individual aircraft.16
All mine-laying runs were planned as nighttime radar runs with the possibility of visual
runs on the targets should they be visible. Two methods were used to establish aircraft on the
mine line. Aircraft would either position the aircraft relative to a radar significant point of land
ahead of the aircraft and start laying mines at specified range; or, pass over the radar significant
point of land and drop at a specified time based on the ground speed of the aircraft. In both cases
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the drift of the mine after release, caused by wind, was calculated and taken into account.
Release altitude could vary from several hundred to 30,000 feet.17
Upon receipt of the field order, naval mining officers designed and plotted the minefield
based on the depths of water, shipping routes, and grid densities specified by Twenty-first
Bomber Command. The wing radar navigator met with wing operations to decide upon Initial
Points (IPs) clear of antiaircraft defenses, with definite radar points and on a bearing suitable for
mining axis of attack. Next, the wing radar navigator made an overlay for each run – one for
each aircraft. Multiple radar aimpoints for each run, slant ranges, intervals for drops and
distances were marked on flimseys, which could be laid over the radar scope. The wing radar
navigator attended general and special briefings within the Groups, clarifying each navigator’s
run and making suggestions. Upon completion of the mission, navigators turned in their plots,
which now contained the crew’s speculation of where they dropped their mines. Wing radar
personnel plotted the drops as determined by radarscope pictures. Records of individual runs
contained the briefed run, crew’s estimated run, and the run as determined by radar pictures
taken on the run. This data was compiled for each force and forwarded as a report to Twentyfirst Bomber Command Headquarters.18

MINING MISSION NO. 1
The Field Order for Mining Mission No. 1. specified two minefields: MIKE located on
the western side of the Shimonoseki Straits, and LOVE located on the eastern side of the straits.
In order to sequence aircraft through the target area, the Wing was split into three groups: Force
Able consisting of 24 aircraft of the 505th Group, Force Baker consisting of 20 aircraft of the
504th Group and 30 aircraft of the 6th Group, and Force Charlie consisting of 31 aircraft of the 9th
Group. Aircraft of Force Able and Charlie took off at one-minute intervals and Force Baker took
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off at 30-second intervals. An appropriate time interval separated the major forces to minimize
the possibility of aircraft on different axes of attack over the target area. At the same time, and
effort was made to minimize total time over the target area. All aircraft proceeded independently
to the target at an altitude of 5,000 feet. Mining took place at altitudes between 4,900 and 8,000
feet and the return to Tinian between 10,000 and 20,000 feet. Mining Mission No. 1 was the
longest 313th Wing had flown to date. The total distance was 2878 nautical miles.19
Aircraft were loaded with an average of 12,000 pounds of mines with no bomb bay fuel
tanks. A mix of 2000-pound MK 25 mines and 1000-pound MK 26 and 36 mines was carried.
A mix of magnetic and acoustic
actuating devices were used with
various

sensitivity

settings,

a

random mix of arming delays
between 1 and 30 days, and ship
counts between 1 and 9.
sterilizers

(mechanisms

No
which

detonated the weapon after a preset
period of time) were used on any

A 2000-pound MK-25 mine is loaded in a B-29’s bomb bay. Photo 6

of the mines.20
Visibility over the target was good. Moonlight made the IPs and land check points
visible. Antiaircraft fire in the vicinity of the IPs was meager to heavy, requiring some evasive
action. Length of mine runs varied from 1 to 16 minutes. Indicated air speeds ranged from 186
to 230 miles per hour (240 knots was the maximum release speed for the mines). Enemy air
opposition was light, with only 13 attacks experienced. These attacks were inaccurate and
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unaggressive, except in one case involving a rocket-firing fighter that pressed to 200 yards. In
addition, 60 aircraft were reported sighted but not attacking. B-29s returned fire as soon as
enemy aircraft opened fire, and mild evasive action was used. One Tony was observed to burst
into flames and plunge straight downward into the ground, where it continued to burn. Over
minefield MIKE, on the west side of the straits, antiaircraft fire was rated as heavy to medium,
more intense and accurate than on previous night missions. Fire was coordinated with effective
searchlights. Vessels in the Wakamatsu area contributed to the intensity of the barrage. Over
minefield LOVE, on the east side of the straits, antiaircraft fire was meager to moderate and
inaccurate. The aircraft closest to the straits rated the intensity as moderate. In the barrage over
the straits, 5 B-29s received minor damage, 3 received major damage, and 3 were shot down.21
One hundred and five B-29s were scheduled for the mission. Of these, 3 failed to take
off and 5 returned without planting their mines in primary or secondary areas. Ninety-two
aircraft mined primary areas. A total of 549 MK 26 and MK 36 mines and 276 MK 25 mines
were dropped in primary minefields. Fifty mines were jettisoned due to mechanical difficulties
in areas specified in the Field Order. Minefield MIKE was laid essentially as planned, though
slightly south of the main shipping channel. In minefield LOVE, a heavy concentration was laid
in the main shipping channel, but the field thinned out on either side and a rack failure in one B29 left a three-mile gap. General Davies stated that the crews had done an excellent job on the
wing’s first target of its own.22 On a second mission on the night of March 30, 85 aircraft of the
313th Wing completed minefield LOVE and blockaded the approach to Sasebo and the southern
approach to Kure and Hiroshima.23

Note: See charts of minefields MIKE and LOVE (Appendix 2 and 3)
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Tabulation of the accuracies obtained (for aircraft where radar plotting data was available) is as
follows24:
Accuracy
1/2 mile
1 mile
2 miles
3 miles
10 miles

Number of Runs
26
14
6
3
1
50

Percentage
52
28
12
6
2
100%

The Japanese were forced to devote a considerable amount of resources to counter the
mining campaign. A system of mine watchers was stationed along the coast and on fishing
vessels.

Radar, searchlights, and underwater sound equipment were employed to assist in

finding mines. There was an extensive research and countermeasures program. The Japanese
employed 349 vessels and 20,000 men to clear mines. Antiaircraft defenses were relocated to
coastal areas at the expense of the cities.25 The 313th Wing continued mining missions until the
end of the war, extending minefield coverage to include the northwest Honshu ports and Korea.
A few more 75-100 plane attacks were made but most missions involved a single Group of less
than 50 planes split among several target areas.26

THE RESULTS
Over the course of the war, mine laying sank or damaged over 2 million tons of enemy
shipping, a volume representing nearly one quarter of the prewar strength of the Japanese
merchant marine.

Prior to Operation STARVATION, a widespread mining campaign was

conducted in the enemy’s Outer Zone. Submarines, surface vessels and aircraft laid nearly
13,000 mines in harbors and shipping lanes. No submarine or surface vessel was lost while
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minelaying and out of 3,231 aircraft mining sorties, only 40 aircraft failed to return.
Approximately 770,000 tons of shipping was sunk or damaged.27
During Operation STARVATION, more than 1,250,000 tons of shipping was sunk or
damaged during the last five months of the war.

Approximately 12,000 mines were laid

requiring only 5.7 percent of the Twenty-first Bomber Command’s total effort. Out of 1,529 B29 mining sorties, only 15 aircraft failed to return. In the five months prior to the end of
hostilities, mines sank or
damaged more shipping than
any other agent including
submarines or direct air
attack by both Army and
Naval

forces.

The

Shimonoseki Straits and allimportant industrial ports
were

almost

blockaded.
(L-R) Lieutenant General Giles, Lowell Thomas, General Arnold and
Brigadier General Davies visit the 313th Wing in June 1945. Photo 7

completely
Hundreds of

ships were delayed, sunk, or

damaged and supplies vitally needed in industrial and populated sections were diverted to
northern Honshu ports where much of it remained, waiting to be hauled over an already
overloaded transportation system to its useful destination.28
The following represents the consensus of all Japanese mine experts as presented by
Captain Tamura at a USSBS Conference:
“We agree that the mine warfare conducted by American planes during the greater East
Asia War produced a very great strategical effect… When B-29s began to use Saipan as a base
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for mine warfare against our main islands they first interrupted communications in the Inland Sea
Area and then by closing the Japan Sea ports they cut our communications and our food and raw
material artery to the continent. The mine warfare coupled with the bombing raids prevented our
utilizing our war strength and completely nullified our plans to the extent of forcing us to
abandon them… It was indeed a far-sighted policy.”29

CONCLUSION
The decision to employ the B-29 in the mining campaign was made with an eye towards
post-war roles and missions for the Air Force; but in the end, the operation was an excellent
example of inter-service cooperation.
The 313th Wing started late, mining for
less than five months, but Operation
Starvation was a great success that
contributed to the surrender of Japan
without the need for a costly invasion.
Admiral Nimitz had the last word, “The
planning, operational, and technical
execution

of

Twentieth

Air

Force

aircraft mining on a scale never before
attained, has accomplished phenomenal
results

and

is

a

credit

to

all

concerned.”30
(R-L) General Spaatz, Lieutenant General Twinning,
Lieutenant General Giles and Brigadier General Davies
during a visit to 313th Wing Headquarters on 1 August 1945.
Photo 8
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Black dots mark the location of Honshu and Kyushu ports selected for Operation
STARVATION. Circles mark the location of minefields MIKE and LOVE of Mining Mission
No. 1 to close the Shimonoseki Straits, the only western exit from the Inland Sea, through which
80% of Japan’s shipping traffic flowed.
Figure adapted from Figure 3 of Lessons From an Aerial Mining Campaign (Operation
“Starvation”), a report prepared for United States Air Force Project Rand, R-1322-PR, April
1974.
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APPENDIX 2 – MINEFIELD MIKE
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Figure from XXI Bomber Command Tactical Mission Report, Field Order No. 16, Mission No.
47, 313th Bombardment Wing, May 19, 1945.
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APPENDIX 3 – MINEFIELD LOVE

Figure from XXI Bomber Command Tactical Mission Report, Field Order No. 16, Mission No. 47, 313th Bombardment Wing, May
19, 1945.
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Photograph Notes
1. B-29s of the 313th Bombardment Wing, 6th Bombardment Group, head for Japan.
Source: 6th Bombardment Group History, 1945, USAF Historical Research Agency, Maxwell Air Force
Base.
2. B-29 of the 313th Bombardment Wing, 504th Bombardment Group taxies on a mission to Japan.
Source: 504th Bombardment Group History, 1945, USAF Historical Research Agency, Maxwell Air Force
Base.
3. Hardstands of the 504th Bombardment Group on Tinian.
Source: 504th Bombardment Group History, 1945, USAF Historical Research Agency, Maxwell Air Force
Base
4. A 1000-pound MK 26 mine is dropped during a practice mission.
Source: 313th Bombardment Wing History, 1945, USAF Historical Research Agency, Maxwell Air Force
Base
5. Mines prepared by Mine Assembly Depot #4 ready for loading.
Source: 313th Bombardment Wing History, 1945, USAF Historical Research Agency, Maxwell Air Force
Base
6. A 2000-pound MK-25 mine is loaded in a B-29’s bomb bay.
Source: 313th Bombardment Wing History, 1945, USAF Historical Research Agency, Maxwell Air Force
Base
7. (L-R) Lieutenant General Giles, Lowell Thomas, General Arnold and Brigadier General Davies visit the 313th
Wing in June 1945.
Source: 313th Bombardment Wing History, 1945, USAF Historical Research Agency, Maxwell Air Force
Base
8. (R-L) General Spaatz, Lieutenant General Twinning, Lieutenant General Giles and Brigadier General Davies
during a visit to 313th Wing Headquarters on 1 August 1945.
Source: 313th Bombardment Wing History, 1945, USAF Historical Research Agency, Maxwell Air Force
Base
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